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Abstract.
Solar active regions are known to be brighter in
Lyman (• radiation than the quiet sun. Accordingly, they illuminate more H atoms in interplanetary space through resonancescattering.As we showhere, this excessof illumination
relatedto active regions is clearly seenin full-sky Lyman a
maps recordedby the SWAN instrument on board SOHO, including those excessesresultingfrom active regions which are
on the far side of the Sun. Since solar activity is most often
connectedto solar active regions, this techniquecould be used
in the futureto improvethe qualityof SpaceWeatherforecast,
by earlier detectionof the birth of a new active region on the
far side of the sun, before it comes into Earth's view at the East
limb.

the far UV; it is absorbedby the atmosphereand can be observedonly from space.It couldbe noted howeverthat N2 is
transparent,
and02 hasa narrowwindow (0.2 nm) of increased
transparency( a factor of 100) at La. Thereforeit penetrates
moredeeplyin the atmosphere(down to 60-70 km). Associated with the fact that it is the most variable

solar feature in the

solarFar UV, it indicatesthe importanceof this variability for
aeronomicalprocesses. In the presentarticle, we discussthe
possibilityto monitorfrom spacethe changesof the solar L(x
outputfrom the far sideof the sun, which couldresult in a better forecastsystemof solar UV/EUV irradianceand atmospheric effect.

The Sun is a strongsourceof La radiationat 121.6 nm, the resonanceline of the H atom correspondingto the 1S-2P transition. Therefore, all H atoms in the solar system which are il-

Introduction

Solar activity impacts the Earth's environment through a variety of mechanisms,and it affects occasionally orbiting spacecraft. Efforts are conducted in order to forecast, from solar

observations, what could be the impact with a few days advancenotice (so-called SpaceWeather discipline). In addition
to CMEs, solar activity is often related to the presenceon the
surfaceof the Sun of an active region, which appears rather
suddenlyand may last for several months. It increases the
solar UV and EUV irradiance, which
heats the upper
atmosphere,both on the 11 year solar cycle and the 27 days
(solar rotation) time scales. The resulting atmospheric
inflation brings higher densities at a given altitude, increasing
the atmosphericdrag on orbiting spacecraftand debris. Their
orbital parameters are modified, and the short term solar
variability effect is a concern in (at least) two areas. High
resolution imaging of the ground from space requires an
accurateknowledge of the spacecraftpositionin order to orient
the camera in the right direction. The International Space
Station, very sensitive to atmosphericdrag, must be maneuvered to avoid collisions with other spacecraftand space debris,
which orbit must be precisely known to predict potentially
dangerousencounters[Lean,1997].
in the solarUV spectrum(110-400 nm), Lyman a (La) radiation at 121.6 nm showsthe largestvariability, at the 100-120
% level [Floyd et a/.,1998]. At 121.6 nm the L(• radiation is in
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luminatedby the Sunare secondarysourcesof La radiationand
can be observedfrom space. H atoms are found in the upper
part of planetaryatmospheres,in the extendedcomaof comets
[Bertaux et a1.,1973], and in the interplanetary medium
[Bertaux and Blamont, 1971; Thomas and Krassa,1971], all
threeplaceswherethey have beenobservedin La by a number
of spaceinstrumentssince the beginning of spaceera. The H
atomsof interplanetaryspaceare in fact belonging to the interstellarcloud throughwhich the Sun is flowing at the present
time [Lallement and Bertin, 1992] at a velocity of 26 krn/s, in
a directionnearthe eclipticplane[Quemeraiset al., 1999]. The

H densityin the solarsystemis not uniform;ionizationby the
solar wind and solar EUV creates near the sun a cavity

practicallyvoid of H atoms.This cavity is elongatedin the
downwind direction, and its smallest size, found in the upwind
direction, is about the size of the Earth's orbit aroundthe Sun
(! Astronomical Unit, A.U.).It extends to 5-10 AU in the

opposite,downwinddirection(seefigure 1).
if the sun's surfacewere constantly and uniformly bright in
L(•, changesin backscattered
L(• wouldoccuronly whenthe H
atom density distribution is changing where it is observed.
This is not the case:the solar L(x output is changing both on

!l yearsolarcycleandon the 27 daystime scale,as documentedby a numberof spacemonitoringinstruments[Vidal-Madjar et al., 1973;Floyd et a/.,1998; Woodsand Rottman,1997].
This latter modulation is obviously relatedto the solar rotation, and the presenceon the surfaceof brighter regions. It is
well knownthat plagesand solaractiveregionsare brighter in
the Far UV, and speciallyin L(• [Fontenlaet al., 1998]. There-

fore,onesingle
activeregion
onthesolarsuiface
will actasa
rotatingsearchlight, which spotcan be seenon the interplanetaryH atomsacting as a giant screen(figure 1). In reality,
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for the small wiggles aroundthe meancurveof Figure 2. This
meancurvewasobtainedby a slidinga,•erageof the individual
pointsover 50 days(twice the solarrotationin inertial space).
Then, the mean curve is subtractedfrom the data points and the
resultof subtractiondivided by the mean for normalization to

100 %. Doing so, the parallax effect is eliminated.Also, the
characteristicshapeof a map is eliminated, since all the new
values obtained for all celestial directions are within 0-10%

of

unity.

Figure 1. Geometry of observations.The sun illuminates in
L o•the H atoms (of interstellarorigin) in the solar system.An
active region on the solar surfacewhich emits more L o• will
illuminate

more the H atoms

which

are in view

of this active

region.This increasedillumination (a few percent)of the sky L
o• backgroundmay be detectedby SWAN on board SOHO
spacecraft,even if the active region is on the far side of the
Sun: the H cloud in the solar systemacts as a screenon which
the rotating beam from the active region is projected.
Ionization by the solar wind createsa cavity void of H atoms
which encompassesthe SOHO and Earth orbits. A diagonal
dashedline separatesthe two sky hemispheres , illuminated
respectivelyby the far side and the front side of the sun.

New maps of these normalizedintensities can be constructed
from eachoriginalfull sky mapsrecordedby SWAN, to obtain
normalizedmaps. If the sun were an isotropic sourceof L• ,
thesemapswouldbe uniform at value 100. One typical example of a normalizedmap is shownon figure 3 (obtainedfrom
full sky map of July 30, 1996). The sky was dividedin two
hemispheres
separatedby the planecontainingSOHO, perpendicular to SOHO/sun line. The circle plotted on the right represents the hemisphereopposite to the direction of the sun as
seenfrom SOHO. Therefore, it is illuminatedby the side of the
sunwhichis facingSOHO, seenfrom SOHO. The left circle representsthe hemispherecenteredon the sun as seen from
SOHO, and is therefore illuminated by the far side of the sun.
Exceptfor small brightor dark spotswhich are due to stars,the
mostconspicuous
featureof this map is the presenceof a large
brighterareacenteredon the left half of the right hand circle,
extendingsomewhaton the right sideof the left circle. We assign this extendedbrighterarea in the sky to the presenceof a
single active area on the surfaceof the sun, as shown by the
sunEIT imagein extremeUV takenon the sameday, displayed
on the sideof figure3. The activeregion is slightly southand
on the east side 'of the sun, which comes into view during the

the extra beam of light is not stronglycollimated as suggested solar rotation.
by the sketchof figure 1, but illuminatesin 2 x steradian,most On figure4 are represented
in a similar fashion the SWAN and
EIT data for July, 20, 1996, that is to say 10 days before figure
likely with a Lambert's law. In the following, we report 1996
observations of such features from SWAN/SOHO.
3 data. We note the complete absenceof an active region on

EIT image, and correspondinglythere is no brighter area in
theSWAN normalized map on the right, which is illuminated
by the sunas viewedfrom SOHO. However, the SWAN norma-

Full Sky Lyman •z Observations
The SOHO spacecraftis poised at Lagrange point L1 , about

1.5106
kmfrom
Earth
onthesun.
Theprimary
objective
of
SWAN instrument [Bertaux et a/.,1997]
determine

the latitude

distribution

on board SOHO is to

of the solar wind from

the

detailedshape of the sky Lo• intensity pattern. For this purpose,the mechanismsof SWAN periscopesare activated2 or 3
times per week to collect a full-sky map (duration of data collection24 hr per map). We haveanalyzeda seriesof suchmaps
in orderto detect the "footprint"
of solar active regions on
the sky.
On figure 2, the intensityrecordedin a fixed celestial direction
is plotted as a function of time over 370 days. In principle,
thereare 3 possible reasonsfor time variations. The changes
of H distribution ( due to changes in the solar wind) are slow
and are neglectedhere.The changing location of SOHO in the
solar system is the major factor, giving the large sinusoidal
trendwith a I year period. This is becausethe L o• sourceglow
in the solar system is non-evenly distributed, with a large
maximum at 2 A.U. from the sun in the upwind direction.
Therefore, the detailed sky pattern dependson the particular
position of SOHO along the Earth orbit (parallax effect), and

givesan annualpatternof the time variation of the intensity
in all directions.The third factor is the non-isotropic solar Lc•
illumination and 27 days rotationperiod, which is responsible
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Figure 2. Time variation of the Lo• intensity recordedby
SWAN in a given direction in the sky (ecliptic longitude and
latitude: 320 ø and -60 ø ) over 380 days in 1996 and 1997 (solid
line). The intensity is in counts/s per 1 ø pixel. Day 1 is 1st
January 1995. The dashedcurve is the running average of the
data points in a window of 50 days centered on each point.
Small wiggles around the running average curve are dueto active regions rotating with the sun, emitting more solar Lc• and
illuminatingmore the sky in the given directionof sky.
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creasedorbital drag. It is worth notingthat it was suggestedin
the pastto usethe solarcoronaitself as a screenfor the detection of solar features on the far side of the sun [Beckers and

Argo, 1983]. However, the coronal H experiencesfast and
strong variations, that wouldcomplicatethe retrieval of the
solar surfacesource. The interplanetary distribution of H is
much more stable, and provides therefore a more suitable
screen.

Figure 3. This is a comparisonof EIT images of the solar
disc in EUV wavelength and SWAN normalizedimagesof the
sky in Let taken on july 30, 1996. The full sky images of
SWAN aredividedin two hemispheres: on the right, it is the
anti-solarhemisphere,the one which is illuminated by the sun
as viewed from EIT and also seen from Earth. On the left, it is

the hemispherewhich surroundsthe sun (fiducial white circle
at center),and thereforea part of the sky which is illuminated
by the far side of the Sun. A bright active region is conspicuouson EIT image,and correspondinglythere is a brighter
wide areain the SWAN imageon the right , which is illuminated by the sun as viewed from EIT. The small dark spot at the
!eft of the bright spot in E1T is an artefact. Regions with no
SWAN dataare black. Small bright or dark spots are artefacts
due to stars. The scale of SWAN normalized images is in percent of the running averageover 50 days. Longitude coordinateson SWAN mapsare reversedw.r.t. the actual sky, for a better understandingof the matchto EIT images.

The ultimategoal is to determinethe distribution of Let emission as a tracer of active regions on the sun, even on the far
side, from full-sky maps. The detailedchain of algorithm remainsto be set up. In the presentwork we useda model-independentmethodto retrieve the mapping of increasedsolar illumination, by analyzing directly the data. For an operationnal systemof SpaceWeatherforecastthough,the 50 days window centeredon the day of the observation could not be used.
But a 50 dayswindowendingat the day of the currentobservation shouldgive also reasonableresultsfor the productionof a
normalizedmap, which is an image of the distribution of activity over the whole solar surface.This image is the convolution of the solar surfacepattern by the integration over the
whole solar disc as seenby each point of the sky.
Alternately, a complete tbrward modelling of the sky Let
brightnessdistribution may be usedin a loop for data inversion. Startingfrom a given distributionof Let emissionon the
surfaceof the sun, one computes:1. the solarLc• flux experienced by all points in the solar system(convolutionon the solar
disc as seenfrom each direction), and the primary sourcefunction. 2. the final source function ( due to radiative transfer of

lixed mapshowsa large brighter areaon the left circle, representingthe hemisphereilluminated by the far side of the sun.
Obviously,this brighterarea is the resultof extra-illumination
from the same active region seen with EIT on July 30, but
which was 10 days before on the far side of the sun and came
into view at the east limb only a tEw days later (actually, this
specificactiveregion wasborn on July 4, 1996, whenit was
in view from the Earth).
We have also constructed movies from a succession of norma-

Lo• photonsin the solar system:this is particularly important
for downwindregions).One has to assumea given H distribution in the solar system.3. the Let intensity as seen from
SOHO. Then the computedmap is comparedto the observed
map,and adjustments
are madeto the solarsurfaceLet distribulion For a better match.

!1'this exercise had to be done separately and independently

for eachdaily recordedmap,it wouldbe difficult to disentangle
Ihe L o• distribution

on the solar disc from the distribution

of H

lized maps,on which can be lollowed easily the rotation of
largebrighterareascorresponding
to solar active regionsand
the rotationof the sun. Active regionscan therefore be easily
seenin reflectedLo•, even when they are on the far side of the
s u !1.

Improving Space Weather Forecast with Sky Let
mapping.
in the past, latitudedistributionof solar Let illumination has
been considered[Cook eta!., 1981; Pryor et al., 1992; Pryor et
al., 1996], averagingout the 27 days modulation.But here we
are interestedin the detailed longitudedistributionat all times.
We have shown that full-sky Let mapping provides a way to
detectthe appearance
of an activeregionon the far sideof the
sun, before it comes in view at the East limb. This method

might be usedin the futureto improve the prediction of the
impactof solar activity on the Earth atmosphereand satellite
systems(so-calledSpaceWeather).This addsa new tool for
SpaceWeatherforecast,in whichthe solar activity is monitored in orderto betterpredict(shortterm) what couldbe the impacton Earth and orbitingspacecraftof an increaseof solar activity, in particular the heating of the atmosphereand the in-

Figure 4. Sametype of dataas for figure 3, obtained ten
days before, on july 20, 1996. There is no bright spot on EIT
image, and correspondingly there is no brighter area in the
SWAN image on the right, which is illuminated by the sun as
viewed from EIT. But in the SWAN image on the left side,
which corresponds
to the sky illuminatedby the far side of the
sun, there is a wide area which is brighter: it reveals the presenceof a bright spot on the far side of the sun This is the
same bright spot that will come into view from EIT a few days
later (figure 3).
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density in the solar system. In fact, some attempts of forward
modellingmade in the courseof this studyfailed to reproduce
perfectlythe sky maps. Systematicdepartureswere found at 5i0 % level, uncorrelatedwith solar active regions, but rather
pointing to small deficienciesof the H model distribution. But
analyzing a series of daily maps would be easier. From one
map to the next, the La intensity change ( in each celestial
direction) is the sum of three effects: -the geometrical parallax effect; -the solar rotationof a fixed pattern distribution of
solarsurfaceL a emission, both effects that are easy to compute with the forward model; and the changesin the non-isotropic solar illumination pattern. The changesof H in the solar systemmay be neglectedbecauseof their longertime scale.
New bright areascould be identified, and locatedrather precisely on the surfaceof the sun,evenon the far side. In this process, the data assimilation techniquesthat have been developed for meteorologicalweatherforecastcouldbe of great help.
Data assimilationis a standardtechniqueusedin weatherforecast: the meteorological field analyzed for the present time is
extrapolatedinto the future with a numericalmodel expressing
the laws of physics; then, new measurementsare mixed with
the predictionsof the modelfor an updateof the metorological
field (sequentialassimilation).In our case,the laws of physics
to be consideredare mainly the rotation of the sun and the
transportof La radiationfrom the surfaceof the sun to the sky
mapper. In conclusion, it could be remarked that this
assimilation

exercise

would

also

benefit

from

the

direct

observationof solar activity on the near side of the sun.
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